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Objectives

Smoking and pain

• Review the epidemiology of pain and smoking
• Identify the relevant pharmacology of nicotine
to pain
• Explain
l i h
how nicotine
i i exposure affects
ff
pain
i
• Hopefully, be able to integrate tobacco
cessation strategies within patients suffering
with pain in clinical practice
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• Mitigation of potential bias:
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Resource article of use:

Smoking and Pain: A Paradox
• Nicotine has analgesic properties likely resulting from
effects at both central and peripheral incotine
acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs)
BUT....
• Smoking is a risk factor for chronic pain
– Numerous studies demonstrate evidence of covariation
between smoking and the prevalence of a variety of
chronically painful conditions
– Recent meta‐analytic support for smoking as a causal
factor in the development of chronic LBP & RA (Shiri et al.,
2010; Sugiyama et al., 2010)

Pharmcotherapy of Nicotine
Acetylcholine Receptors NAChR’s
• Shows a wide distribution in the central and
peripheral nervous system
• Involved in sleep, arousal, anxiety, cognition
and pain
• Activation can trigger the release of
neurostransmittors such as GABA, glutamate,
serotonin, histamine, and norepinephrine

Tally et al, 2009
Gotti et al, 2004
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Smoking and pain intensity
Smokers report greater pain and functional
impairment than nonsmokers
Smokers use substantially more analgesic
medication (e.g.,
(e g opioids) than nonsmokers
( Weingarten et al., 2008)

(Broekmans et al., 2010, Woodside, 2000)
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Effects of pain on smoking:
Pain as a motivator of smoking
• Cross‐sectional & qualitative evidence (pain patients):

• Reported increased smoking in response to pain
• Endorsed pain‐induce desire to smoke (Hooten et al., 2011) “My
smoking is extremely related to my pain…instead of rubbing my knee I’ll go
smoke a cigarette”; “If I have a flare‐up…I’ll…go for a cigarette”

• Endorsed
d
d smoking
k ffor pain‐coping (e.g.,
(
via
distraction) “I’m thinking of the cigarette…puffing it, and lighting it,
and holding it…so it diverts me away from the pain”; “Smoking is a great
distraction tool”

• Reported that opioid use increased urge to smoke
“When I was on…opioids it would make me a chain smoker”

Jamison et al., 1991

Smoking is a method of coping....

Opioid Risk Tool

1. Webster LR, et al. Pain Med. 2005;6:432‐442. 2. Chou R, et al. J Pain. 2009;10(2):113‐130.
3. Jovey RD, ed. Managing Pain – The Canadian Healthcare Professional’s Reference. 2008.

It goes both ways..
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Pain as a barrier to smoking cessation
• Smokers in pain report greater difficulty and less
confidence in quitting (e.g., Waldie et al., 2008; Hooten et
al., 2011)
• Pain may precipitate relapse to smoking

Pain as a barrier to smoking cessation
Novel treatment considerations:
• Pain factors (pain severity, functional impairment, disability
status, pain‐coping outcomes)

– Smoking‐related outcome expectancies (pain/mood coping)

• Psychiatric comorbidity (depression/anxiety, substance

– Negative reinforcement (smoking for stress‐coping/self‐medication)

• Medication interactions (effects of increasing/decreasing

– Positive reinforcement (unemployment, loneliness, low social support) Smoking

• Pain‐induced relapse (painful stressors can reinstate

use personality disorders)
use,

Conditioning of pain as a smoking cue

to maintain stable rates of positive reinforcement when other environmental
reinforcers have been removed

– Neurobiological processes Pain may activate overlapping neural

substrates (i.e., reward and stress systems) that act synergistically to motivate
smoking

opioid use)

extinguished drug‐seeking)

• Smoking abstinence‐induced hyperalgesia
“I’d be afraid of the pain getting worse if I quit smoking” (Hooten et al., 2011)
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How about comorbid psychiatric illness and smoking cessation:
Does that make it worse?

BUT/AND!

When is the best time to quit?
• At least pre‐operatively!
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Nicotine Replacement Therapy and Wound
Healing
30%

Non-abstinent

25%

Abstinent, active patch

20%

Abstinent, placebo

15%
10%
5%
0%

•48 smokers randomized to
continuous smoking or
abstinence, with or
without nicotine
replacement
•Standardized surgical
wounds over a 12 week
period

Infection rate

43

Sorensen et al, Ann Surg 238:1, 2003

Smokers do less well postoperatively
Short Term
‐ Worse wound
healing (Mastectomy
flap necrosis 18
18.9%
9% v
9.0 in NS) (DW Chang Plastic &

Long Term
‐ Worse outcome
(more pain, poorer
function) one year
after ACL repair (Karim,

Reconstr Surg. 2000 p2374)

JBJS, 2006)

‐ More infections
(12% in smokers, v
2% NS) (Sorensen, Ann Surg,

“We found that smoking was
the single most important
risk factor for the
development of postoperative
complications”

2003)

(Moller JBJS 2002)

Results
120 patients for elective joint replacement
Randomised to control or smoking cessation intervention:

Control

Routine preoperative preparation
4 stopped smoking anyway

Intervention Routine preoperative preparation plus
weekly meetings with nurse, NRT therapy
36 stopped smoking, 14 reduced, 6 continued

Stopping smoking reduces risk:

Control
Wound problems:
31%
CV Insufficiency
10%
Avg. days in hospital
Total days in ICU

13
32

Intervention
5%
0%
11
2

When to stop?
• Ideally 6 – 8 weeks or longer
• Definite advantage of 4 weeks
• For carbon monoxide elimination, 4 ‐8 hours
– “No smoking after midnight”?
– Risk of stopping shortly before surgery?

• Postoperative quitting aids wound healing
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Case study
• Wanda is a 62 year old married pharmacist
• Wanda wants to quit smoking, but is asking for your help
• Started smoking at age 15, quit at 32 with birth of her child, but
restarted at age 40 when diagnosed with Crohn’s disease and
reactive arthritis.
• Smoked to help
p deal with stress of illness and raisingg three kids,, but
has found that when she stopped smoking in past quit attempts, her
pain worsened.
• On Arthrotec for arthritis pain and Oxycocet for her abdominal pain.
• Needs a bowel resection for active Crohns segment with obstruction
despite optimal therapy
• 40 lb overweight and restricted in activities d/t pain.
• On waiting list for biologic therapies........which I agree would help!!

Case study: Questions
1) What are the central issues in this case?
2) What are the patient’s barriers to change
3) Where would
Pain YOU start if you were seeing Sue?
Stress
4) What interventions
would you perform in addressing
re surgery
smokingAnxiety
cessation
recognizing the other co‐existing
Coping mechanisms
risk factors/issues?
Surgical outcomes
Long term benefits

Pain in patients with COPD…another
issue!
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Case study: Questions
1) What are the central issues in this case?
2) What are the patient’s barriers to change
Chronic pain and smoking
3) Where would YOU start if you were seeing Sue?
Smoking may well have some benefits in patients with IBD
4)
would
perform
S What
Smoking
ki interventions
h
helps
l her
h stress
and
dyou
potentially
i ll her
hin addressing
mood
d
smoking
cessation
the worse
other co‐existing
Surgical
outcomes
inrecognizing
smokers much
risk factors/issues?
Analgesic
needs pre and post op

Case study: Questions
1) What are the central issues in this case?
2) What are the patient’s barriers to change
3) Where would YOU start if you were seeing Sue?
4) What interventions would you perform in addressing
smoking cessation recognizing the other co‐existing
co existing
risk factors/issues?
Explanation of issues so she is prepared
Smoking cessation strategies that she can work with
Multimodal, eg NRT + Buproprion(anxiety and mood?)
E cig etc for coping skills?
Analgesics available for worsening pain?
NRT post‐op aggressively

We do need more research..

Psychological Bulletin
Pain, Nicotine, and Smoking: Research Findings and Mechanistic Considerations
Joseph W. Ditre, Thomas H. Brandon, Emily L. Zale, and Mary M. Meagher Online First Publication, October 3, 2011. doi: 10.1037/a0025544
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Summary
Pathophysiologic reasons for why smoking helps pain
Smoking does worsen conditions and cause pain
Does it induce pain sensitivity, like opioids do?
Clinically pain may be worse if smoking stopped in
short term
• Outcomes undoubtedly better in long term
• When is the best time?
• Especially if they are preop!
•
•
•
•
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